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THE SPEAKER (KEITH R. McCALL) 
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PRAYER 

 HON. KAREN BOBACK, member of the House of 
Representatives, offered the following prayer: 
 
 Heavenly Father, as we gather here today, we humbly ask 
Your guidance and support for all that we do in the name of our 
beloved Commonwealth. Keep our minds clear that we may 
welcome sound ideas that will benefit those we represent. Keep 
our hearts pure that we may pursue legislation that will serve 
the purpose of the common good. Keep our dialogues open that 
we may debate important issues with a quest to positively 
impact this great State. Keep our efforts honorable that we will 
always protect the people we serve. Keep our focus on the needs 
and interests of our districts, knowing that this is the sole 
purpose for our being. And at the end of the day, bless our 
efforts with a gift of serenity, knowing that we did all that we 
could do for the people of Pennsylvania. 
 In Your name we pray. Amen. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 (The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and 
visitors.) 

JOURNAL APPROVED 

 The SPEAKER. The Journal of Tuesday, June 9, 2009, is 
now in print. Will the House approve that Journal? 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the motion? 
 Motion was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. The Journal is approved. 

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED 

 The SPEAKER. Without objection, approval of the Journal 
of Tuesday, August 4, 2009, will be postponed until printed. 
The Chair hears no objection. 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. Turning to leaves of absence, the Chair 
recognizes the majority whip, Representative DeWeese, who 
requests the following leaves of absence for: Representative 
PETRARCA from Westmoreland County for the day, and 
Representative STABACK from Lackawanna County for the 
day. Without objection, the leaves will be granted. 
 The Chair recognizes the minority whip, Representative 
Turzai, who requests the following leaves of absence for: 
Representative METCALFE from Butler County for the day, 
Representative TRUE from Lancaster County for the day, 
Representative O'NEILL from Bucks County for the day. 
Without objection, the leaves will be granted. 

MASTER ROLL CALL 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair is about to take the master roll. 
Members will proceed to vote. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 PRESENT–196 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
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Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Phillips Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Pickett White 
Dermody Kessler Preston Williams 
DeWeese Killion Pyle Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Quigley Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quinn  
Drucker Kortz Rapp McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Readshaw    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger   
 
 ADDITIONS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–7 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Petrarca True 
Miccarelli Perry Staback  
 
 LEAVES ADDED–3 
 
Gabig Grell Schroder  
 
 LEAVES CANCELED–4 
 
Gabig Grell Petrarca Schroder 
 
 
 The SPEAKER. A quorum being present, the House will 
proceed to conduct business. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND 

RECOMMITTED TO COMMITTEE ON RULES 

HB 1593, PN 2545 (Amended) By Rep. DeLUCA 
 
An Act amending the act of May 17, 1921 (P.L.682, No.284), 

known as The Insurance Company Law of 1921, providing for the 
regulation of health insurance practices concerning parity and 
nondiscrimination. 

 
INSURANCE. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 237, PN 747 By Rep. DeLUCA 
 
An Act amending the act of May 17, 1921 (P.L.682, No.284), 

known as The Insurance Company Law of 1921, further providing for 
annual and other reports; and providing for suitability of annuity 
transactions. 

 
INSURANCE. 

 
 
 
 

 The SPEAKER. The House will come to order. Members 
will please take their seats. The House will come to order. 
Members will please take their seats. Sergeants at Arms will 
clear the aisles. 

ELECTION OF CHIEF CLERK 

 The SPEAKER. Pursuant to Act 104 of 1979, the Bipartisan 
Management Committee has unanimously selected Tony 
Barbush as the Chief Clerk of the Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives. This act also provides that the Bipartisan 
Management Committee's nominee must be confirmed by a 
two-thirds vote of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 
 On the question of the confirmation of Tony Barbush as the 
Chief Clerk of the House, the Chair recognizes the majority 
leader, the gentleman from Luzerne County, Representative 
Eachus. 
 Mr. EACHUS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, what is the position of the Clerk of the House 
of Pennsylvania? The average person usually does not know 
that there even is a Chief Clerk of the House, but it may be one 
of the most important positions held in this body and in 
legislatures across this great country. 
 All 50 States have a Chief Clerk. The Chief Clerk must serve 
Democrats and Republicans in a bipartisan way, urban and rural 
members equally, freshmen and leaders alike. Just as our body 
can trace its history back to the days of William Penn, so can 
the position of the Chief Clerk. You cannot have a House of 
Representatives without a Chief Clerk. The Chief Clerk's role is 
more vital than ever, especially in a new era of openness, 
accessibility, and transparency of government. 
 Now the detailed records of the Clerk's Office are kept very 
openly so that the public and the press can gain access to them. 
As the steward of those records, the Chief Clerk is truly the 
steward of this House. The Chief Clerk does not look at a 
lawmaker's party affiliation or their home county to make a 
decision. The Chief Clerk owes his allegiance to nothing but the 
Constitution of this Commonwealth and the rules of this House. 
It is a tough job, but I know that we have got the right man for 
this job. You would be hard-pressed to find someone who has a 
more impressive resume of service in this legislature as a staffer 
for the House and Senate and the administration, to say nothing 
of a man who has worked for both Jim Manderino and Bill 
DeWeese. 
 Tony Barbush is the right man for virtually the most 
important decisionmaking position as it relates to administration 
of our House of Representatives. I am confident that he will 
deliver not just for the members of this House but to the people 
of this Commonwealth and the obligation he will make to the 
Constitution of this Commonwealth as well. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is a great honor to have his mother, Jeanette, 
and his sister, Lea Barbush. Lea Barbush, as my constituents 
from Hazleton may know, served me in my office here at the 
Capitol for the first decade of my service. So it is a distinct 
honor to have the family here with Tony today. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am honored to formally nominate Anthony 
Frank Barbush to the full House as the next Chief Clerk of the 
House of Representatives. I formally put his name into 
nomination. 
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 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Chair recognizes the minority leader, the gentleman 
from Jefferson County, Representative Smith. 
 Mr. S. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise to second the nomination of Anthony Barbush for 
Chief Clerk of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 
 As the majority leader just said, it is a very important role 
and it is a role that requires certain characteristics in a human 
being. It requires someone who is a dedicated public servant. It 
needs to be someone of strong, responsible behavior, someone 
who knows what they are doing and is responsible for their 
actions. It needs to be an individual with the ability to be 
nonpartisan, who can look at each of us as members who have 
certain characteristics and needs to operate within the House. 
 It also is very helpful if it is a person who has ties to this 
institution, and better yet, if they have a deep love of this 
institution, and Anthony is such a person. 
 When I was first elected majority leader, Tony was one of 
the first people to come along, as Tony can do, kind of bopping 
along, congratulate me, and basically open up his world of 
knowledge to a new majority leader with some of the advice 
that he was able to give me, just some of the knowledge he had 
through his experiences working for Speaker Jim Manderino, 
and of course, Jim was the majority leader for several years too. 
Jim Manderino was the majority leader my first term, and Tony 
Barbush was this scary little guy that ran around the floor of the 
House and intimidated all of us. This little guy would come up 
and he would just sort of tell you what he thought you were 
going to do, and as a new member, he was someone whom  
I feared. Now it is the other way around. 
 No, just seriously, Tony is the right person for this job. You 
know, being close to Speaker Manderino clearly gave Tony 
some of the ups and downs of this place, but regardless, what it 
does – those challenges, those ups and downs – it strengthens 
your love and respect not only for the institution of the House 
but also for the people that serve here. It is because of that love 
and respect that Tony has never been shy to speak his mind. He 
has always been willing to raise his voice over the way things 
were operating in the chamber, to offer constructive advice 
based on his desire to see the chamber operate in an effective 
manner, in a way that we can be proud. 
 So Tony came here as a young man. He proudly walked up 
to me today and he had what looks like a member pin, but it 
actually says, "PAGE," because that is when he started out, and 
he told me when you were a page back then, when he first 
started in '75, that is how the pages got onto the floor of the 
House. They had to wear what looks like a member pin, and he 
is wearing that today as a sign of where he started with this 
institution, and I think that in itself speaks volumes, that he 
started out as a page and worked his way through and this day 
would culminate in such a high office as the Chief Clerk. 
 So because of those reasons, I am proud to second the 
nomination of Tony Barbush for Chief Clerk. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The nomination has been made and seconded. 
 
 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Allegheny County. 
 Turning to leaves of absence, the Chair recognizes the 
minority whip, Representative Turzai, who requests the 
following leaves of absence for: the gentleman from 
Cumberland County, Representative GRELL; the gentleman 
from Cumberland County, Representative GABIG; and the 
gentleman from Chester County, Representative SCHRODER. 
Without objection, the leaves will be granted. 

ELECTION OF CHIEF CLERK CONTINUED 

 The SPEAKER. The question before the House is the 
election of a Chief Clerk. Those voting in favor of the election 
of Tony Barbush will vote "aye"; those opposed, "nay." 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–193 
 
Adolph Ellis Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, D. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Evans, J. Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Everett Longietti Roae 
Bear Fabrizio Maher Rock 
Belfanti Fairchild Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Farry Major Rohrer 
Beyer Fleck Manderino Ross 
Bishop Frankel Mann Sabatina 
Boback Freeman Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Seip 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Siptroth 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, S. 
Casorio Grove Milne Solobay 
Causer Grucela Mirabito Sonney 
Christiana Haluska Moul Stern 
Civera Hanna Mundy Stevenson 
Clymer Harhai Murphy Sturla 
Cohen Harhart Murt Swanger 
Conklin Harkins Mustio Tallman 
Costa, D. Harper Myers Taylor, J. 
Costa, P. Harris O'Brien, D. Taylor, R. 
Cox Helm O'Brien, M. Thomas 
Creighton Hennessey Oberlander Turzai 
Cruz Hess Oliver Vereb 
Curry Hickernell Pallone Vitali 
Cutler Hornaman Parker Vulakovich 
Daley Houghton Pashinski Wagner 
Dally Hutchinson Payne Walko 
Day Johnson Payton Wansacz 
Deasy Josephs Peifer Waters 
Delozier Kauffman Perzel Watson 
DeLuca Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Keller, W. Phillips White 
DePasquale Kessler Pickett Williams 
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Dermody Killion Preston Youngblood 
DeWeese Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
DiGirolamo Knowles Quigley  
Donatucci Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Drucker Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Eachus Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–10 
 
Gabig Miccarelli Petrarca Staback 
Grell O'Neill Schroder True 
Metcalfe Perry   
 
 
 The SPEAKER. More than the two-thirds required having 
voted in the affirmative, Tony Barbush is elected Chief Clerk of 
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 
 Congratulations, Tony. 

OATH OF OFFICE ADMINISTERED 
TO CHIEF CLERK 

 The SPEAKER. I invite Mrs. Barbush to the podium for the 
purpose of administering the oath of office to her son, Tony. 
 Tony, if you will place your left hand on the Bible and raise 
your right hand. 
 I, Tony Barbush, do solemnly swear that I will support, obey, 
and defend the Constitution of the United States and the 
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and that  
I will discharge the duties of my office with fidelity. 
 
 (Mr. Barbush asserted oath.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. Congratulations. 

REMARKS BY MR. SCAVELLO 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Monroe County, Representative Scavello. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Mr. Speaker, would it be appropriate for 
me to congratulate another follicly challenged individual to 
reach a high position in the Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives? I want to personally congratulate you as well. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

REMARKS BY SPEAKER 

 The SPEAKER. If the Speaker may, today the House 
performed a rare duty: electing a Chief Clerk to the 
Pennsylvania House of Representatives. And the Chief Clerk, as 
we all know, has many serious responsibilities, and it is a role 
that requires a dedicated public servant, and that public servant 
today is Tony Barbush, a good friend of this Speaker, a friend 
that worked well with me when I was just 22 years old, like 
Sam. I do not know if I was afraid of him, Sam. 
 Mr. S. SMITH. You were a little bit. 
 The SPEAKER. Yeah, sure. 
 But the men who have come before Tony have honored this 
position and this body for their work, and their example of 

bipartisanship and fairness gives our next Chief Clerk a high 
standard to reach for, but it is a standard that I know that all of 
us are confident he will live up to and, in my mind, he will 
exceed. 
 Today we are naming a Chief Clerk who has the experience 
required in the private sector. We are naming a Chief Clerk who 
brings decades, and I mean decades of experience in getting 
things done at the staff level here in this Capitol Building in 
Harrisburg. He has served Governors, he has served Lieutenant 
Governors, he has served the Senate, and he has served this 
body for nearly 20 years. He has been a floor director. He has 
been the executive director of the Rules Committee. He held 
senior positions with a lot of giants of this institution. To name 
a few: Jim Manderino, who not many of us served with – it is 
hard to believe that the transformation of this House has 
changed so much – but truly was a giant; Bill DeWeese, who 
was also a Speaker and majority leader; Bob O'Donnell as a 
Speaker and majority leader; Ivan Itkin as a majority leader of 
this House. 
 So Tony has served and understands this institution better 
than many of us, but most importantly, however, is the fact that 
this man is living proof, living proof that hard work and 
dedication can lead to any peak of achievement possible. And  
I will remind our members that in 1975 the man that we are 
naming Chief Clerk of this House of Representatives sat right 
down here in the front row. He started out as a page, and when 
you talk about some of the great stories in America and how 
great this country is and that if you do work hard that your 
efforts do in fact get paid off. Tony Barbush cut his teeth in this 
institution. Think about it: started out sitting at that front rail as 
a page, worked his way up as a messenger, then as a clerk, then 
to a floor assistant – all recognizing the fact of how hard he 
worked and how diligent he was in his work and how much 
attention he paid to detail – and then becoming the special 
assistant, running the floor, being the director of floor 
operations, and being the director of the calendar for this House 
of Representatives. 
 I can tell you one of the first lessons that I learned from 
Tony. As a freshman legislator, I was offering an amendment to 
a bill and things were progressing pretty quickly, and I stood up. 
I wanted to debate the bill, and Tony ran up to me – and I sat 
right here on the end aisle; it was my father's seat, seat No. 49. 
Tony said, do not get up and debate the bill. Just sit down and 
this thing is going to go through. I thought I knew better, and  
I thought I had to talk about the amendment, and I did. The 
debate lasted about an hour and 45 minutes on that amendment, 
and it would have probably passed without any debate in about 
30 seconds. It was a lesson well learned. And Tony and  
I became very good friends from that point forward. I have 
always been impressed with the work that he has done in the 
House of Representatives and outside the House of 
Representatives. He has always been honest and forthright, but 
he went from the bench down in front of us to Chief Clerk, and 
it is well over a 300-year tradition. 
 And I am proud, Tony, that you have been nominated by the 
Bipartisan Management Committee and elected by this House 
of Representatives, and I welcome you as our new Chief Clerk 
to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 
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REMARKS BY CHIEF CLERK 

 The SPEAKER. I would offer the microphone to you at this 
point if you would like to address the House. 
 The CHIEF CLERK. Well, I cannot say that I am not just a 
little bit nervous here. 
 First of all, I want to thank Speaker McCall, Majority Leader 
Eachus, and Republican Leader Smith for their very kind words 
in endorsing me – above and beyond, thank you very much. 
 I also want to thank the Speaker for placing my name in 
nomination and for Leaders Eachus and Smith and Whips 
DeWeese and Turzai for forwarding my nomination to the full 
House for your consideration, and to every member for your 
vote of confidence you placed upon me in this great 
responsibility and honor. 
 I grew up in this town and started my first full-time job as a 
House page in September of '75, which you have been told a 
couple times by now, about 2 weeks shy of my 18th birthday, a 
teenage kid without any real plan or direction, and certainly,  
I had no idea what was ahead. But I immediately fell in love 
with this chamber. Soon thereafter, I fell in love with its mission 
and certainly its process. 
 I am tremendously honored and humbled to be chosen  
now to serve as your Chief Clerk. It will be a great challenge  
to follow in the footsteps of those who have served as  
BMC-nominated and elected Chief Clerks before me: John 
Zubeck – thank you, John – who is with us here today; my 
friend, Ted Mazia; and my immediate predecessor, Roger Nick, 
and Roger is a former counterpart also, and unfortunately, they 
could not be here today, but I want to thank them for all their 
help and their example. 
 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 
 
 The CHIEF CLERK. I also want to thank the guests who 
came here today. You have all been special to me in some way, 
and although I will not belabor the body with recognizing all of 
them, I must beg your indulgence for just a few. My mother, 
Jeanette Magaro Barbush, thank you. I only wish that Pop was 
sitting up there with you, Mom. My sister, Lea, who is also 
here. Lea has always been there for me every step of the way, 
whether I needed it or not; Jeannie Skrbin, God love you, 
Jeannie. Jeannie gave me my very first job here. And my 
guardian angel and mentor, Charles Bacas. Charlie, you gave 
me the chance, the opportunity I never thought I would get. 
Things like that did not often happen to a kid from the east end 
of Allison Hill, but you made it happen. That chance gave me 
the opportunity to work with, to learn from, and be guided by 
exceptional leaders in this House, leaders like Speaker K. Leroy 
Irvis, Speaker Matthew J. Ryan, majority leader Sam Hayes, 
and of course, it gave me the opportunity for 11 amazing years 
at the elbow of Jim Manderino. I was energized and I was 
focused by it, but I was a very fortunate young man. 
 This great Assembly, as it has been stated a couple of times 
today already, has been in existence for over 300 years. I could 
never have imagined the great honor that I felt at being part of it 
and what I feel now. I cannot express to you the emotion that is 
running through every fiber of my being as I stand here before 
you. It is good to be back home; it is real good to be back home. 
 
 
 

 I would like to think that those men that I mentioned and are 
no longer with us are looking down and saying, you learned 
well and we are proud. Now be sure to do the best job you can.  
I pledge to you, I will not let them or any of you down. 
 Thank you again for granting me this great honor and 
responsibility. I am honored, I am humbled, and again, I am 
energized and focused. I stand ready to accept the charge. 
 Thank you very much. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This concludes our swearing-in ceremony 
for our new Chief Clerk. The guests are free to leave the 
chamber whenever they would like, and I would ask Tony to 
please take his new seat as our new Chief Clerk. 
 Could the guests please wait for one second. I have one other 
announcement I would like to make. 
 
 Certainly, I appreciate former Chief Clerk John Zubeck 
being here. Roger Nick is smart. He is in Canada, wanted to be 
here, and certainly, Ted had another engagement and really 
wanted to be here, but thank you to both of them. It is great 
seeing Charlie Bacas, and, Fred Lochetto, great seeing you. We 
were used to your face up here for a lot of years. 
 And we could not forget Ray Bunt – why do you not stand 
up – former Representative Ray Bunt, a former member. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY SPEAKER 

 The SPEAKER. But I did not want another person to walk 
off the floor without me saying something. 
 Seated on the floor today is Debbie Boehm. She is the office 
manager of Representative Mike Sturla. Debbie is retiring this 
month after serving 37 years for the Pennsylvania House 
Democratic Caucus. In addition to working the last 18 years for 
Representative Sturla, Debbie worked for Speaker K. Leroy 
Irvis when he was the majority leader, Speaker Bob O'Donnell, 
and majority leader Jim Manderino. 
 I would be remiss if I also did not note that today is Debbie's 
birthday. So, Debbie, will you please stand and the members 
please join me in thanking Debbie for her valuable service to 
the House of Representatives. 

STATEMENT BY MR. STURLA 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Lancaster County, Representative Sturla, under unanimous 
consent. 
 Mr. STURLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in the 18 years that Debbie has worked for me, 
I have tried on numerous occasions to get her to come to the 
floor of the House, sometimes to bring me a pen, sometimes to 
do something, and she absolutely refuses to get near the floor of 
the House. Little did I know I would have to get Tony Barbush 
elected as Chief Clerk in order to get her here, but 
congratulations, Tony. It really was just a ruse so that we could 
get her here on the floor of the House. 
 I want to thank Debbie for all the service that she has 
provided. We talked earlier today about Tony Barbush and his 
public service. Debbie is another one of those public servants 
who has worked, as the Speaker pointed out, for numerous 
members, including myself, and has done a tireless job and is 
there every day with advice and encouragement. 
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 Debbie told me once she first came here to work for  
K. Leroy Irvis. She said there was a Democratic Governor and 
she was working for a Democratic leader when she started, and 
she is going out with a Democratic Governor and working for a 
Democratic leader. I am glad I can be that person, and I want to 
thank her for all her years of service. So thank you. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

STATEMENT BY MR. MARKOSEK 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Allegheny County, Representative Markosek, under unanimous 
consent. 
 Mr. MARKOSEK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, I rise to echo your sentiments as 
well as the sentiments of the majority and minority leaders and 
offer my congratulations to Tony Barbush. You and I go back to 
when we were young guys and Tony was a young guy, and a lot 
of those same experiences I shared along with you and some of 
the veteran members here. We are very happy that he is now in 
a position that he can further help us to do our jobs here. 
 But I thought it would also be a very good opportunity, while 
we have a lot of the staff of the Chief Clerk's Office here, to 
recognize what they do for us on a daily basis. And as you 
know, I have a unique view of some of the things that go on in 
the Chief Clerk's Office, and I think it is only right to say that 
most members do not understand what that office actually does 
for us on a daily basis and they do not have an idea. They kind 
of take it for granted. They see the tip of the iceberg down there 
in the office, but there are a lot of dedicated, hardworking men 
and women in the Chief Clerk's Office who do a wonderful job 
for us. I am proud to be a part of this House of Representatives; 
they deserve a lot of the credit for that pride. 
 And I want to again congratulate Tony. I think we are going 
to continue with Tony at the leadership of the Chief Clerk's 
Office with that wonderful service that they provide to all of us. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

CHIEF CLERK'S OFFICE INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. If we could have the office staff – Denise 
Johnson, Jodie Bowman, Linda Lehman, Tammy Neidlinger, 
Kathy Carl, and Alexis Brown – please rise. Welcome. Thanks 
for all that you do. 
 
 The guests are free to leave whenever they feel they want to. 

RULES AND APPROPRIATIONS 
COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia County, Representative Cohen. 
 Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, immediately at the call of the recess, there will 
be a Rules Committee meeting in the majority caucus room. 
 About a little after 12:30, there will be a meeting of the 
House Appropriations Committee in the majority caucus room. 
 We are due to be back on the floor about 1:15. 
 
 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Rules Committee will meet immediately at the call of 
the recess in the majority caucus room. The Appropriations 
Committee will meet in the majority caucus room a little after 
12:30. 

EDUCATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia County, Representative Roebuck. 
 Mr. ROEBUCK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 At the recess we are convening a meeting of the House 
Education Committee to take up SB 281. We will meet in G-50 
of Irvis Building. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Education Committee will meet in room G-50, Irvis 
Office Building, at the recess. 

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentlelady from 
Susquehanna County, Representative Major. 
 Ms. MAJOR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to announce a Republican caucus immediately 
at the call of the recess. I would ask all Republicans to please 
report back to caucus so we can complete discussion on the bills 
we were not able to cover earlier. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the lady. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY MR. HANNA 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Clinton County, Representative Hanna. 
 Mr. HANNA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just want to advise the Ag Committee members that we are 
not meeting at this recess but do expect to meet later today. We 
are not meeting at this time but do expect to meet later today. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 Any further announcements? 

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. This House stands in recess until 1:15, 
unless sooner recalled by the Speaker. 

AFTER RECESS 

 The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 
order. 
 
 The SPEAKER. Members, please report to the floor of the 
House. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

 The SPEAKER. The Speaker is in receipt of the following 
communications, which the clerk will read. 
 
 The following communications were read: 
 
 A communication dated July 31, 2009, from the Public Employee 
Retirement Commission, providing an actuarial note for HB 1874,  
PN 2522.  
 
 A communication dated July 31, 2009, from the Public Employee 
Retirement Commission, providing an actuarial note for HB 1884,  
PN 2523. 
 
 (Copies of communications are on file with the Journal 
clerk.) 

BILLS REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEE 

HB 721, PN 800 By Rep. D. EVANS 
 
An Act providing for prescription drug redistribution within health 

care and governmental correctional facilities. 
 

APPROPRIATIONS. 
 

HB 1231, PN 1780 By Rep. D. EVANS 
 
An Act amending the act of June 2, 1915 (P.L.736, No.338), 

known as the Workers' Compensation Act, further defining 
"occupational disease"; and providing for cancer in the occupation of 
firefighter. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1710, PN 2152 By Rep. D. EVANS 
 
A Supplement  to the act of November 30, 1965 (P.L.843, 

No.355), known as the Temple University–Commonwealth Act, 
making Federal and State appropriations for carrying the same into 
effect; providing for a basis for payments of such appropriations; and 
providing a method of accounting for the funds appropriated and for 
certain fiscal information disclosure. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 
 
  The SPEAKER. Those bills will go to the House 

supplemental calendar. 

BILL REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEE 

HB 843, PN 1545 By Rep. D. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Title 18 (Crimes and Offenses) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for the offense 
of sexual abuse of children. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 
 
  The SPEAKER. The bill will be placed on the House 

calendar. 
 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND 

RECOMMITTED TO COMMITTEE ON RULES 

HB 1789, PN 2320 By Rep. MELIO 
 
An Act amending the act of July 9, 1990 (P.L.340, No.78), known 

as the Public Safety Emergency Telephone Act, further providing for 
definitions and for Wireless E-911 Emergency Services Fund; and 
imposing a prepaid wireless E-911 surcharge. 

 
VETERANS AFFAIRS AND EMERGENCY 

PREPAREDNESS. 

BILL REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEE 

HB 1902, PN 2537 By Rep. EACHUS 
 
An Act amending the act of December 6, 1972 (P.L.1383, 

No.293), entitled "An act requiring municipal pension systems to have 
an actuarial investigation of the fund made by an actuary who shall 
report his findings to the Department of Community Affairs," 
providing for actuarial assumptions and methodologies. 

 
RULES. 
 
  The SPEAKER. The bill will go to the House 

supplemental calendar. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A 
 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 721, 
PN 800, entitled: 
 

An Act providing for prescription drug redistribution within health 
care and governmental correctional facilities. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 Mr. REED offered the following amendment No. A02970: 
 

Amend Bill, page 1, lines 1 and 2, by striking out all of said lines 
and inserting 
Providing for drug redistribution within correctional facilities. 

Amend Bill, page 1, lines 5 through 16; pages 2 and 3, lines 1 
through 30; page 4, lines 1 through 26, by striking out all of said lines 
on said pages and inserting 
Section 1.  Short title. 

This act shall be known and may be cited as the Correctional 
Facilities Drug Redistribution Act. 
Section 2.  Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this act shall have 
the meanings given to them in this section unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise: 

"Correctional facility."  A jail, prison, facility, institution, group 
home, prerelease center, community corrections center, parole center or 
any facility that houses a  person convicted of a criminal offense or a 
person awaiting trial, sentencing or extradition in a criminal 
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proceeding.  Except for an institution, facility or unit operated by or for 
the Department of Corrections, the term shall not include a facility or 
institution operated, supervised or licensed under the act of June 13, 
1967 (P.L.31, No.21), known as the Public Welfare Code. 

"Designated personnel."  A correctional facility employee or an 
employee of a vendor for a correctional facility that is authorized by 
the scope of practice to administer drugs and is  licensed by the State 
Board of Medicine, State Board of Osteopathic Medicine, State Board 
of Nursing or State Board of Pharmacy. 

"Drug."  A medication prescribed by a licensed practitioner, 
either patient specific or stock, to a patient in a correctional facility. 

"Manufacturer."  A company that produces a drug, or a Federal 
Drug Administration certified repacker who packages or repackages a 
drug product for distribution.  

"Manufacturer identifier."  A manufacturer's name or product 
National Drug Code number.  

"Unit dose package."  An individually sealed package that 
contains a single dose drug with the drug name, strength, manufacturer 
identifier, lot number and expiration date of that drug on the package. 

"Unit of issue package."  A package that includes multiple unit 
dose packages of the same drug. 

"Vendor pharmacy."  A licensed pharmacy that packages, 
repackages or prepares a manufacturer sealed container, unit dose 
package or unit of issue package for delivery to a correctional facility. 
Section 3.  Return to and redispensing by vendor pharmacy. 

A drug that is issued to a correctional facility and has left the 
control of a pharmacist at a vendor pharmacy may be returned to its 
vendor pharmacy for the purpose of redispensing that drug to fill other 
prescriptions for other correctional facilities only if the following 
requirements are met:  

(1)  The drug is not a Schedule I, II, III, IV or V 
controlled substance as specified in the act of April 14, 1972 
(P.L.233, No.64), known as The Controlled Substance, Drug, 
Device and Cosmetic Act. 

(2)  The drug is returned to its vendor pharmacy in 
accordance with the vendor pharmacy's written policies and 
procedures that comply with section 4 and the State Board of 
Pharmacy's rules and regulations in regard to delivery, storage, 
labeling and reissuing the drug. 

(3)  The drug is returned to the vendor pharmacy 
unopened and still sealed in the unit dose package, unit of issue 
package, bottle or manufacturer's package. 

(4)  Each unit dose package, unit of issue package or 
manufacturer's package returned retains the drug name, strength, 
manufacturer identifier, lot and expiration date as originally 
labeled by the pharmacy or manufacturer. 

(5)  The drug issued to the facility was never in the 
possession or control of a patient. 

(6)  The drug remained in a controlled environment of a 
secured drug room or secured drug cart under the supervision of 
designated personnel who are responsible for the drugs in that 
correctional facility. 

(7)  The drug has no less than 90 days before its 
expiration date. 

(8)  A pharmacist at the vendor pharmacy determines by 
visual inspection that the returned products are not adulterated or 
misbranded. 

(9)  A pharmacist at the vendor pharmacy using the 
pharmacist's professional judgment determines that the 
conditions under which the drug has been delivered, stored and 
handled before and during its return to the pharmacy have 
preserved proper integrity, stability and labeling of the drug and 
that the drug labeling or packaging has not been altered or 
defaced and the drug name, strength, manufacturer identifier, lot 
and expiration date are retrievable. 

 
 
 

Section 4.  Vendor pharmacy redispensing.  
The vendor pharmacy to which drug products are returned may 

redispense a drug properly returned under section 3, if all of the 
following apply: 

(1)  The drugs are returned directly from the correctional 
facility to the vendor pharmacy. 

(2)  The drugs returned to the vendor pharmacy must be 
stored separately from the rest of the pharmacy's stock. 

(3)  The redispensing is in compliance with the Food and 
Drug Administration, the United States Pharmacopeia and the 
vendor pharmacy's policies and procedures. 

(4)  The vendor pharmacy records receipt of the drug, 
including all of the following: 

(i)  The date the drug was received. 
(ii)  The quantity of the drug. 
(iii)  The lot number of the drug. 
(iv)  The expiration date of the drug. 

(5)  Information recorded under this section shall be 
maintained for at least two years from the date the drug is 
redispensed. 

(6)  The unit dose package, unit of issue or originally 
sealed container stays intact with drug name, strength, 
manufacturer identifier, lot and expiration date and is not emptied 
from the returned unit dose, unit of issue or original container for 
repacking. 

(7)  The name of any patient for whom the drug was 
previously prescribed is removed prior to redispensing. 

(8)  The drug must remain in the original container or 
package.  Before redispensing, the vendor pharmacy shall ensure 
that the label meets the requirements of the State Board of 
Pharmacy's rules and regulations. 

Section 5.  Credit for redispensing.  
The vendor pharmacy, to which drug products are returned, shall 

credit the correctional facility for the unused drugs that are permitted to 
be restocked for redispensing at a rate determined by the vendor 
pharmacy and the correctional facility. 
Section 6.  Disposal of unacceptable returned drugs. 

Returned drugs that do not meet all the requirements in section 3 
shall be deemed unacceptable for redispensing and processed for 
disposal. Drugs deemed unacceptable for redispensing shall be sent to a 
destruction agency, reverse distributor, manufacturer, original 
wholesaler or other approved entity. 
Section 7.  Unprofessional conduct. 

(1)  A pharmacist authorized under this act to redispense 
a drug, who properly relabels and repackages the drug, shall not 
be deemed to have engaged in unprofessional conduct under 
section 5 of the act of September 27, 1961 (P.L.1700, No.699), 
known as the Pharmacy Act. 

(2)  A pharmacist who fails to comply with the provisions 
of this act may be subject to discipline under the Pharmacy Act. 

(3)  A pharmacy that fails to comply with the provisions 
of this act may be subject to discipline under the Pharmacy Act. 

Section 20.  Effective date. 
This act shall take effect immediately. 

 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Chair recognizes the 
gentleman from Indiana County, Representative Reed. 
 Mr. REED. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 This amendment would simply make this bill only applicable 
to our State correctional facilities and governmentally run 
correctional facilities across the Commonwealth. It is my 
understanding that it is an agreed-to amendment with the prime 
sponsor of the bill. Thank you. 
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 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 (Members proceeded to vote.) 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE CANCELED 

 The SPEAKER. Turning to leaves of absence, the Chair 
notes the presence of the gentleman from Cumberland County, 
Representative Gabig, and the gentleman from Cumberland 
County, Representative Grell, on the House floor. Their names 
will be added to the master roll. 
 The Chair also notes the presence of the gentleman from 
Westmoreland County, Representative Petrarca, on the House 
floor. His name will be added to the master roll. 

CONSIDERATION OF HB 721 CONTINUED 

 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–196 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Readshaw 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reed 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reese 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Reichley 
Bear Fairchild Maher Roae 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Rock 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Roebuck 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Rohrer 
Bishop Freeman Mann Ross 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sabatina 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Sainato 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Samuelson 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santarsiero 
Brennan George McGeehan Santoni 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Saylor 
Brooks Gergely Melio Scavello 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
 
 
 

DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger   
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–7 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Schroder True 
Miccarelli Perry Staback  
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the amendment was 
agreed to. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 
amended?  
 Bill as amended was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill as amended will be reprinted.) 

CALENDAR 
 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 975, 
PN 2060, entitled: 
 

An Act amending the act of May 23, 1945 (P.L.913, No.367), 
known as the Engineer, Land Surveyor and Geologist Registration 
Law, adding definitions; further providing for general powers of board 
and for procedure for licensing as professional geologist; providing for 
continuing professional competency and education requirements; and 
further providing for practice by firms and corporations. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A CONTINUED 
 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1231, 
PN 1780, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of June 2, 1915 (P.L.736, No.338), 

known as the Workers' Compensation Act, further defining 
"occupational disease"; and providing for cancer in the occupation of 
firefighter. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
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 Mr. FARRY offered the following amendment No. A02870: 
 

Amend Bill, page 2, lines 4 through 14, by striking out all of said 
lines and inserting 

(r)  Cancer suffered by a firefighter which is caused by exposure 
to either heat, gas, radiation or a known carcinogen which is 
recognized by the International Agency for Research on Cancer which 
is reasonably linked to the cancer. 

Amend Bill, page 2, lines 15 and 16, by striking out "by adding 
a" in line 15 and "paragraph" in line 16 and inserting 

 and the section is amended by adding a subsection 
Amend Bill, page 2, lines 18 through 24, by striking out all of 

said lines and inserting 
(c)  (1)  The terms "injury" and "personal injury," as used in this 

act, shall be construed to mean an injury to an employe, regardless of 
his previous physical condition, arising in the course of his 
employment and related thereto, and such disease or infection as 
naturally results from the injury or is aggravated, reactivated or 
accelerated by the injury; and wherever death is mentioned as a cause 
for compensation under this act, it shall mean only death resulting from 
such injury and its resultant effects, and occurring within three hundred 
weeks after the injury. The term "injury arising in the course of his 
employment," as used in this article, shall not include an injury caused 
by an act of a third person intended to injure the employe because of 
reasons personal to him, and not directed against him as an employe or 
because of his employment; nor shall it include injuries sustained while 
the employe is operating a motor vehicle provided by the employer if 
the employe is not otherwise in the course of employment at the time 
of injury; but shall include all other injuries sustained while the 
employe is actually engaged in the furtherance of the business or affairs 
of the employer, whether upon the employer's premises or elsewhere, 
and shall include all injuries caused by the condition of the premises or 
by the operation of the employer's business or affairs thereon, sustained 
by the employe, who, though not so engaged, is injured upon the 
premises occupied by or under the control of the employer, or upon 
which the employer's business or affairs are being carried on, the 
employe's presence thereon being required by the nature of his 
employment. 

(2)  The terms "injury," "personal injury," and "injury arising in 
the course of his employment," as used in this act, shall include, unless 
the context clearly requires otherwise, occupational disease as defined 
in section 108 of this act: Provided, That whenever occupational 
disease is the basis for compensation, for disability or death under this 
act, it shall apply only to disability or death resulting from such disease 
and occurring within three hundred weeks after the last date of 
employment in an occupation or industry to which he was exposed to 
hazards of such disease: And provided further, That if the employe's 
compensable disability has occurred within such period, his subsequent 
death as a result of the disease shall likewise be compensable. The 
provisions of this paragraph (2) shall apply only with respect to the 
disability or death of an employe which results in whole or in part from 
the employe's exposure to the hazard of occupational disease after June 
30, 1973 in employment covered by The Pennsylvania Workmen's 
Compensation Act. The employer liable for compensation provided by 
section 305.1 or section 108, subsections (k), (l), (m), (o), (p) [or], (q) 
or (r), shall be the employer in whose employment the employe was 
last exposed for a period of not less than one year to the hazard of the 
occupational disease claimed. In the event the employe did not work in 
an exposure at least one year for any employer during the three 
hundred week period prior to disability or death, the employer liable 
for the compensation shall be that employer giving the longest period 
of employment in which the employe was exposed to the hazards of the 
disease claimed. 

* * * 
(f)  Compensation pursuant to cancer suffered by a firefighter 

shall only be to those firefighters who have served four or more years 
in firefighting duties and who can establish direct exposure to factors 
referred to in section 108(r) relating to cancer by a firefighter. The 

presumption of this section may be rebutted by substantial evidence 
that shows that the firefighter engaged in conduct or activities outside 
of firefighting duties that posed a substantial risk of causing the cancer. 
A claim made by a member of a volunteer fire company must be based 
on evidence of exposure to causal factors as documented by reports 
filed pursuant to the Pennsylvania Fire Information Reporting System, 
if such fire company participates in the system, and provided that the 
member's claim is based on being exposed to causal factors on or after 
the date the fire company began to utilize the reporting system. The 
limitation in subsection (c)(2) with respect to disability or death 
resulting from an occupational disease having to occur within three 
hundred weeks after the last date of employment in an occupation or 
industry to which a claimant was exposed to hazards of disease shall 
not apply to claims filed pursuant to cancer suffered by the firefighter 
under section 108(r). 

Section 3.  The provisions of this act shall apply to claims filed 
on or after the effective date of this section. 

Amend Bill, page 2, line 25, by striking out "3" and inserting 
 4 

 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, will the House adopt the 
amendment, the Chair recognizes the gentleman from Bucks 
County, Representative Farry. 
 Mr. FARRY. Mr. Speaker, this is an agreed-to amendment. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Lackawanna 
County, Representative Murphy. 
 Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This is an agreed-upon amendment. We have been working 
on this amendment in a bipartisan effort. And once again, it is 
an agreed-upon amendment. I would ask all members to vote in 
the affirmative on the amendment. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–196 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Readshaw 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reed 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reese 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Reichley 
Bear Fairchild Maher Roae 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Rock 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Roebuck 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Rohrer 
Bishop Freeman Mann Ross 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sabatina 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Sainato 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Samuelson 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santarsiero 
Brennan George McGeehan Santoni 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Saylor 
Brooks Gergely Melio Scavello 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
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Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger   
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–7 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Schroder True 
Miccarelli Perry Staback  
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the amendment was 
agreed to. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 
amended? 
 Bill as amended was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill as amended will be reprinted.) 

CALENDAR CONTINUED 
 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1861, 
PN 2490, entitled: 
 

An Act amending Title 42 (Judiciary and Judicial Procedure) of 
the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for deposits 
into account and for distribution of funds. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 Mr. GRELL offered the following amendment No. A03052: 
 

Amend Bill, page 4, by inserting between lines 9 and 10 
(iii)  The surcharge under subparagraph (i) may 

not be imposed upon the commencement of an action for 

divorce or an action for annulment of marriage. 
Amend Bill, page 4, line 10, by striking out "(iii)" and inserting 

(iv) 
Amend Bill, page 4, line 16, by striking out "(iv)" and inserting 

(v) 
Amend Bill, page 4, line 22, by striking out "(v)" and inserting 

(vi) 
Amend Bill, page 4, line 28, by striking out "(vi)" and inserting 

(vii) 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Chair recognizes the 
gentleman from Cumberland County, Representative Grell, on 
the amendment. 
 Mr. GRELL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This amendment would exclude, from the proposed 
surcharge, divorce filings, and the reason for the amendment is 
there is other legislation that would increase an existing 
surcharge on divorce filings to cover domestic violence 
services. So I wanted to exclude the surcharge on this bill so 
that the other surcharge increase would be more acceptable. 
 If I may add, Mr. Speaker, the approximate cost of 
eliminating the surcharge from divorce filings is less than  
$1 million. 
 The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman suspend. 
 

BILL PASSED OVER TEMPORARILY 
 
 The SPEAKER. Without objection, we will be going over 
this bill temporarily. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE CANCELED 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair notes the presence of the 
gentleman from Chester, Representative Schroder, on the House 
floor. His name will be added to the master roll. 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1858, 
PN 2533, entitled: 
 

Authorizing counties to impose sales, use and occupancy taxes; 
and providing for the levying, assessment and collection of taxes and 
for the powers and duties of the Department of Community and 
Economic Development or any successor agency, the Department of 
Revenue and the State Treasurer. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 Mr. SCAVELLO offered the following amendment  
No. A03302: 
 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 13, by striking out 
"MUNICIPALITIES" and inserting 

school districts 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 15, by striking out "QUALIFIED 

MUNICIPALITY" and inserting 
school district 
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Amend Bill, page 49, line 17, by striking out "MUNICIPAL" and 
inserting 

school district 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 21, by striking out 

"MUNICIPALITIES" and inserting 
school districts 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 23, by striking out 
"MUNICIPALITIES" and inserting 

school districts 
Amend Bill, page 49, lines 23 and 24, by striking out "IN THE 

FOLLOWING MANNER:" in line 23 and "(1)  FIFTY PERCENT 
SHALL BE ALLOCATED PRO RATA" in line 24 and inserting 

by a pro rata allocation 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 25, by striking out "WEIGHTED TAX 

REVENUES" and inserting 
average daily membership 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 25, by striking out "MUNICIPALITY" 
and inserting 

school district 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 26, by striking out "WEIGHTED TAX 

REVENUES" and inserting 
average daily membership 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 27, by striking out 
"MUNICIPALITIES" and inserting 

school districts 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 28, by striking out 

"MUNICIPALITIES" and inserting 
school districts 

Amend Bill, page 49, lines 28 and 29, by striking out 
"WEIGHTED " in line 28 and "TAX REVENUES" in line 29 and 
inserting 

average daily memberships 
Amend Bill, page 49, line 30, by striking out "MUNICIPALITY" 

and inserting 
school district 

Amend Bill, page 50, line 1, by striking out "MUNICIPALITY" 
and inserting 

school district 
Amend Bill, page 50, lines 2 through 9, by striking out all of said 

lines 
Amend Bill, page 50, line 10, by striking out "WEIGHTED TAX 

REVENUES" and inserting 
average daily memberships 

Amend Bill, page 50, line 11, by striking out "WEIGHTED TAX 
REVENUES" and inserting 

average daily memberships 
Amend Bill, page 50, line 12, by striking out "COMMUNITY 

AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT" and inserting 
Education 

Amend Bill, page 50, line 14, by striking out "COMMUNITY 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT" and inserting 

Education 
Amend Bill, page 50, line 16, by striking out "COMMUNITY 

AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT" and inserting 
Education 

Amend Bill, page 50, lines 21 through 30; page 51, lines 1 
through 6, by striking out all of said lines on said pages and inserting 

"Average daily membership."  As defined in act of March 10, 
1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known as the Public School Code of 1949. 

Amend Bill, page 51, lines 10 and 11, by striking out all of line 
10 and "(1)  NO LESS THAN 50% OF ANY" in line 11 and inserting 

(a)  Counties.–All of the 
Amend Bill, page 51, lines 17 through 22, by striking out all of 

lines 17 through 21 and "(1)  NO LESS THAN 50% OF ANY" in line 
22 and inserting 

(b)  School districts.–All of the 
 
 

Amend Bill, page 51, line 23, by striking out "QUALIFIED 
MUNICIPALITY" and inserting 

school district 
Amend Bill, page 51, lines 24 through 26, by striking out "FOR 

EITHER, OR A COMBINATION OF, THE " in line 24, all of line 25 
and "(I)" in line 26 

Amend Bill, page 51, line 27, by striking out "MUNICIPAL" and 
inserting 

school district 
Amend Bill, page 52, lines 1 through 21, by striking out all of 

said lines 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On that question, the Chair recognizes the 
gentleman from Monroe County, Representative Scavello. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 What the amendment does, it takes 50 percent of that  
1-percent sales tax and it gives it to the school districts for a 
dollar-for-dollar property tax reduction and also has the county, 
if they enact it, it would have a dollar-for-dollar property tax 
reduction on the county property taxes as well. 
 Just for the members' benefit, if this piece of legislation 
should pass and we do nothing for schools in this chamber, we 
have pretty much given up any opportunities in the future to 
help our school districts, because remember, in order to help 
school districts and reduce taxes, we have to generate revenue 
somewhere else. And the bill that we passed here a couple of 
years ago, that amendment that we passed, myself and 
Representative Benninghoff, was the .22 PIT (personal income 
tax) and a half a percent sales tax increase. 
 If we give away this sales tax without helping our schools, 
we pretty much said goodbye to school property taxes in the 
future to help out our schools and our property owners out there. 
So I am asking the members, please, look at this and consider 
voting for it, because many of our school districts out there are 
hurting. Many of our citizens, especially our seniors, are losing 
their homes to property taxes. This is an opportunity to help 
them. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Lancaster County, 
Representative Sturla. 
 Mr. STURLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, while I understand the desire of the maker of 
the amendment to try and do something about school property 
taxes, it is a laudable effort and it is something that I have 
worked for since the day I got here, and I think there are 
methods with which to do that. 
 Unfortunately, because of the uniformity clause in the 
Constitution that says that all amendments that give money – so 
any amendment that would give money to a school district for 
property tax relief would end up doing it in a nonuniform way 
in school districts that span two counties. Imagine, if you will, 
those school districts that span two counties, and one county 
goes for the optional 1-percent sales tax and the other one does 
not. The Constitution says that "All taxes shall be uniform, upon 
the same class of subjects, within the territorial limits of the 
authority levying the tax, and shall be levied and collected 
under general laws." 
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 So the school district which levies the tax and would then be 
granting the relief would say, oh, well, but we are only granting 
relief to half of the class there, because their county does have a 
sales tax and this other half over here does not. 

CONSTITUTIONAL POINT OF ORDER 

 Mr. STURLA. So, Mr. Speaker, I would like to challenge 
this amendment as a violation of the Constitution, Article VIII, 
section 1, "Uniformity of Taxation." 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Representative Sturla, raises 
the point of order that amendment No. A03302 to HB 1858 is 
unconstitutional. 
 The Speaker, under rule 4, is required to submit the questions 
of constitutionality of an amendment to the House of 
Representatives for decision. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House sustain the constitutionality of the 
amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On that point of order, the Chair recognizes 
the gentleman from Lancaster County, Representative Sturla, on 
the question of constitutionality, Article VIII, section 1, of the 
Constitution. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, as I pointed out earlier, because 
school districts do not recognize county borders, this would 
create a situation where some members of a school district 
might be eligible for property tax relief whereas others would 
not in the school property taxes. 
 Under HB 1858 as it currently stands, all those 
municipalities within a county and the county itself are within 
those borders and fit the provisions of the Constitution dealing 
with uniformity, unlike school districts.  
 I would be happy to work with the gentleman on another 
way that we can do property tax relief for schools. I think I have 
a record of doing that here. I think there are a lot of members 
that would like to see something like that happen. But this is the 
wrong bill, the wrong day, the wrong time, the wrong place. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question of constitutionality, the 
Chair recognizes the gentleman from Monroe County, 
Representative Scavello.  
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Mr. Speaker, I want to first say that this is 
the right amendment at the right time for Pennsylvania. We are 
talking about sales tax, sir, and the sales tax is collected within 
that county, and I would venture to say that many of those 
school districts that you are referring to that have people outside 
in another county, those folks are within that county spending 
their money. 
 And I have a situation in East Stroudsburg School District 
which has a piece of Pike County. All of the stores are down in 
Monroe. Those folks are coming down and spending their 
money. That 1 percent is being collected within Monroe 
County, and— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will yield. 
 Gentlemen, the question before the House is whether or not 
the amendment is constitutional or not constitutional based on 
Article VIII, section 1. It is not on the amendment; it is on the 
constitutionality of the amendment itself. 
 
 

 Mr. SCAVELLO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The tax is uniform – it is 1 percent – and that relief is 
uniform, because it is spread out through that whole school 
district. So this is not unconstitutional. It is spread out through 
the whole school district. The piece in Pike County of East 
Stroudsburg School District gets the same amount. 
 So we are not talking about giving the folks in the other 
school district less. We are saying it is across the board to every 
member in both. And remember again, like I say, 35 percent of 
the sales tax collected within a county is from visitors. It is from 
visitors. It is from people that enter the county to spend their 
money. 
 I urge the members, please support this. This is for school 
property tax reform. This is for those seniors and those families 
out there that are struggling, struggling to pay their taxes. We 
have here an opportunity to help them. 
 Please, this is constitutional. Let us help those seniors. 
 The SPEAKER. On the point of order, those who believe the 
amendment is constitutional will vote "aye"; those who believe 
the amendment is not constitutional will vote "nay." 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House sustain the constitutionality of the 
amendment? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–126 
 
Adolph Evans, J. Kortz Quigley 
Baker Everett Kotik Quinn 
Barbin Fairchild Krieger Rapp 
Barrar Farry Maher Reed 
Bear Fleck Major Reese 
Benninghoff Gabig Markosek Reichley 
Beyer Gabler Marshall Roae 
Boback Geist Marsico Rock 
Boyd George Matzie Rohrer 
Bradford Gibbons Mensch Ross 
Brooks Gillespie Metzgar Saylor 
Burns Gingrich Micozzie Scavello 
Carroll Godshall Millard Schroder 
Casorio Goodman Miller Seip 
Causer Grell Milne Siptroth 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Smith, M. 
Civera Grucela Moul Smith, S. 
Clymer Harhart Murphy Sonney 
Conklin Harper Murt Stern 
Costa, D. Harris Mustio Stevenson 
Costa, P. Helm O'Brien, D. Swanger 
Cox Hennessey Oberlander Tallman 
Creighton Hess Pallone Taylor, J. 
Cutler Hickernell Payne Taylor, R. 
Dally Hornaman Peifer Turzai 
Day Houghton Perzel Vereb 
Delozier Hutchinson Petrarca Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Vulakovich 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Phillips Walko 
DePasquale Kessler Pickett Watson 
DiGirolamo Killion Pyle Yudichak 
Ellis Knowles   
 
 NAYS–71 
 
Belfanti Fabrizio Mahoney Samuelson 
Bishop Frankel Manderino Santarsiero 
Boyle Freeman Mann Santoni 
Brennan Galloway McGeehan Shapiro 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Smith, K. 
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Brown Gergely Melio Solobay 
Buxton Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Caltagirone Hanna Myers Thomas 
Cohen Harhai O'Brien, M. Wagner 
Cruz Harkins Oliver Wansacz 
Curry Johnson Parker Waters 
Daley Josephs Pashinski Wheatley 
Deasy Keller, W. Payton White 
Dermody Kirkland Preston Williams 
DeWeese Kula Readshaw Youngblood 
Donatucci Lentz Roebuck  
Drucker Levdansky Sabatina McCall, 
Eachus Longietti Sainato    Speaker 
Evans, D.    
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the constitutionality of 
the amendment was sustained. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Bucks County, Representative Petri. 
 Mr. PETRI. Mr. Speaker, may I interrogate the maker of this 
amendment? 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Representative Scavello, 
indicates he will stand for interrogation. The gentleman,  
Mr. Petri, is in order and may proceed. 
 Mr. PETRI. Mr. Speaker, under your amendment, I know 
you use the average daily membership, which I support, but 
does the money go to the State and then go out across the State 
by average daily membership, or does the money that is raised 
within a county stay within that county and then go among the 
students by average daily membership? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. The money is distributed by the county on 
average daily membership and must be a dollar-for-dollar 
property tax reduction to our citizens. 
 Mr. PETRI. Mr. Speaker, on the amendment. 
 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the gentleman is in 
order and may proceed. 
 Mr. PETRI. I want to take this opportunity to encourage the 
members to support this amendment. The maker of this 
amendment has come up with a solution that has really escaped 
us for many, many sessions now, and that is to ensure that when 
new revenue is raised, it stays within the county in which it is 
raised. Many of us have complained about the funding formulas 
and how they are disparate. This is an opportunity, a novel 
opportunity, to fix that circumstance for your particular school 
district and at least to soften its effect. 
 If we are going to impose additional new taxes, I believe that 
it should be a dollar-for-dollar setoff in that locale where those 
taxes are paid. That is fair, that is rational, and it is reasonable.  
I would ask the members to support this amendment. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Chair recognizes the 
gentleman from Lancaster County, Representative Sturla. 
 

 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, will the maker of the 
amendment rise for brief interrogation? 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Representative Scavello, 
indicates he will stand for interrogation. The gentleman, Mr. 
Sturla, is in order and may proceed. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, I am confused, because when 
we were discussing the constitutionality of this, I believe I heard 
you say that the money would go to every taxpayer in a school 
district. So if I live in a school district that bridges two counties 
and one county levies the 1-percent optional sales tax and the 
other one does not, it would seem to me that all the money does 
not stay in the county, that some of it goes to the constituents in 
the neighboring county that happen to live in a school district 
that bridges the two counties. 
 Now, when the previous Representative got up and 
questioned you, you said, no, it all stays within the county, and  
I am trying to figure out whether you were right then or whether 
you are right now. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Well, let me unconfuse. 
 First of all, the Constitution says that the tax needs to be 
uniform, and we have solved that with the vote. 
 Secondly, sir, the money gets distributed to the four school 
districts on average daily membership. If some of the school 
district has homes outside of that district, outside of that county, 
that money would still go to that school district based off 
average daily membership and they have to give it to all. That is 
the way our laws are; they have to give it to all. 
 But I also did say earlier that many of those folks in that 
other county are coming into the other counties to spend and use 
their money and that sales tax and spend within those counties. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, what you just told me was that 
you are contradicting what you just told the previous 
Representative, that in fact the money does not stay within the 
county, that it goes to taxpayers outside of that county. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Sir, I said earlier that it would stay within 
the school districts – within the school districts.  
 Mr. STURLA. Okay. Then I will— 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. And if you are saying that I did say that, 
well, then I misspoke. But I am telling you, it stays within the 
school districts, all four school districts based off of average 
daily membership. So it stays within those school districts. 
 Mr. STURLA. So if I live in a county or a school district that 
bridges two counties, and one county levies the sales tax on its 
constituents and the other does not, and I happen to be fortunate 
enough to live in the county that does not levy the sales tax,  
I still benefit from the sales tax that was levied in the 
neighboring county. Is that correct, under your amendment? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Excuse me. Could you repeat that, please? 
It is kind of loud back here, and I was not able to hear you 
properly. 
 Mr. STURLA. If I live in one of those school districts that 
happens to bridge two counties— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will yield. 
 The House will come to order. Members will please take 
their seats. 
 The gentleman, Mr. Sturla, can continue. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, if I happen to live in one of 
those school districts, one of those many school districts in this 
State that bridges more than one county, and I happen to be 
fortunate enough to live in the portion of that school district 
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with the county that does not opt to levy this sales tax, you are 
saying that I would still benefit from the taxes raised in my 
neighboring county because I happen to live in a school district 
that bridged both counties. Is that correct? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Yes. But the assessments are different in 
both counties, and you are aware of that, sir. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, can you explain how your 
amendment does that, because I do not see in your amendment 
that it goes with the school district? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. It says average daily membership 
distribution. So whatever the average daily membership within 
that school district, sir, is where those dollars would get 
distributed. 
 Mr. STURLA. Well, that may be how the money gets 
distributed to the school district, but I do not think that is the 
way the money gets pushed back out. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. It is via the homestead exclusion, sir. 
 Mr. STURLA. But it is being pushed out into a different 
county that has not leveraged the tax. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. First of all, it is being assumed that a 
different county would not levy the tax, first thing. 
 The second thing – and this is something that is an important 
point – what is to say that that 1 percent was not generated by 
many of those same individuals that you are referring to that 
shop within the other county? We have that now. We have that 
now in Pennsylvania. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, that is irrelevant. Should we 
send money to somebody from New York who comes here? It 
really has nothing to do with who pays that, whether I go to 
another county and spend a couple of cents or not. What it has 
to do with is who is levying the tax and who is accepting the 
tax, who is getting the result of that tax, the 100-percent tax 
relief. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Mr. Speaker, we do not have any school 
districts in New York. Our school districts are all within the 
Commonwealth. 
 Mr. STURLA. Well, Mr. Speaker, if I could. 
 The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman want to comment on the 
legislation? You are ending your interrogation? 
 Mr. STURLA. Yes, Mr. Speaker. Ending the interrogation; 
yes. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may proceed. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, I mean, I have considerable 
problems with this legislation in that if we want to do a school 
tax bill, then we should go do a school tax bill. I was attempting 
to try and help municipalities in this State, about 40 of which 
are on the verge of Act 47. This completely decimates, this 
amendment would completely decimate that attempt. And  
I appreciate the fact that perhaps this gentleman does not care 
about municipalities in his district; he is more concerned about 
school districts in a different county getting a tax break. But  
I would ask at this point in time that we go over the bill. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Monroe County, Representative Siptroth. 
 The House will be at ease. 
 
 The House will come to order. 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Monroe County, 
Representative Siptroth. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Mr. Speaker? Mr. Speaker? 
 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Could myself and Representative Siptroth 
have a sidebar with you, sir? 
 The SPEAKER. The House will be at ease. 
 
 (Conference held at Speaker's podium.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The House will come to order. 
 

AMENDMENT WITHDRAWN 
 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Monroe County, Representative Scavello, who is withdrawing 
amendment A03302 and offering amendment A03320. Is that 
correct? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Correct, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 Amendment A03302 is withdrawn. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 Mr. SCAVELLO offered the following amendment  
No. A03320: 
 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 3, by striking out "50%" and inserting 
 25% 

Amend Bill, page 49, line 13, by striking out "THE 
REMAINING 50%" and inserting 

 Twenty-five percent 
Amend Bill, page 49, by inserting between lines 18 and 19 
(d)  Disbursement to school districts.–The remaining 50% of the 

tax deposited into the fund shall be disbursed to each school district in 
the amounts allocated under section 320(c). The money disbursed shall 
be deposited into the school district general fund for disposition as 
provided in section 501(c). 

Amend Bill, page 50, line 18, by inserting after "(C)" 
Allocations to school districts.–The department shall compute 
allocations of the sums to be disbursed to school districts under section 
318(d) by a pro rata allocation based on the average daily membership 
for each school district located in the county as a percentage of the total 
average daily membership of all school districts located in the county. 
For school districts located in more than one county, the average daily 
memberships for the county shall be prorated based upon the 
population of the school district in each county divided by the total 
population of the school district. 

(d)  Calculation of average daily memberships.–Calculations of 
average daily memberships shall be made by the Department of 
Education or any successor agency and certified to the department 
based upon information reported to the Department of Education or any 
successor agency, subject to review, verification and approval by the 
Department of Education or any successor agency. 

(e)   
Amend Bill, page 50, by inserting between lines 20 and 21 
"Average daily membership."  As defined in the act of March 10, 

1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known as the Public School Code of 1949. 
Amend Bill, page 51, line 12, by striking out "SHALL" and 

inserting 
 may 

Amend Bill, page 52, by inserting between lines 21 and 22 
(c)  School districts.–All of the revenues estimated to be received 

by a school district from the tax in a fiscal year shall be used to reduce, 
or maintain the reduction of, the school district real property tax, first 
by means of a homestead exclusion and then, if the maximum 
homestead exclusion has been attained, by means of reduction in the 
property tax millage rate. 
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 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On that question, the Chair recognizes the 
gentleman from Monroe County, Representative Scavello. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 What this amendment does, it still takes care of the school 
districts and gives them a 50-percent reduction, or 50 percent of 
the 1 percent goes to the school districts to reduce property 
taxes, but also then takes 25 percent to the county and  
25 percent of that 1 percent goes to the local municipality.  
 It was something that was mentioned earlier, that I did not 
care about local municipalities, but it is obvious that I do 
because I have an amendment there that will help those 
municipalities as well. So it is 50 percent for the school 
districts, 25 percent for the county, and 25 percent for the  
local municipalities. The school district still has to reduce 
dollar-for-dollar property tax reduction. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 On the question, those in favor of the amendment will vote—  
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Lancaster County, 
Representative Sturla. 
 Mr. STURLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, not to beat a dead horse here, but once again, 
while this I think at least recognizes that there is some part for 
municipalities to play here, there still is this question about 
school districts. 
 As was pointed out by the gentleman in the past amendment 
which was withdrawn, while the calculations as to how much of 
the tax dollars goes to a school district is based on the average 
daily membership, even for members that live outside the 
county where the tax is being levied, the question is whether or 
not it meets the uniformity clause. 
 And once again I will read that "All taxes shall be uniform, 
upon the same class of subjects, within the territorial limits of 
the authority levying the tax, and shall be levied and collected 
under general laws." This would not distribute moneys in an 
even manner within school districts that bridge two counties. 

CONSTITUTIONAL POINT OF ORDER 

 Mr. STURLA. So again, under Article VIII of the 
Constitution, section 1, I would challenge it in terms of 
uniformity. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will yield. 
 The House will be at ease. 
 
 The House will come to order. 
 

CONSTITUTIONAL POINT OF ORDER 
 WITHDRAWN 

 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Lancaster County, Representative Sturla. 
 Mr. STURLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I will withdraw my motion. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
 
 

 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–196 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Readshaw 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reed 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reese 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Reichley 
Bear Fairchild Maher Roae 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Rock 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Roebuck 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Rohrer 
Bishop Freeman Mann Ross 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sabatina 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Sainato 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Samuelson 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santarsiero 
Brennan George McGeehan Santoni 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Saylor 
Brooks Gergely Melio Scavello 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Schroder 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Seip 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Shapiro 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Siptroth 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, K. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, M. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Smith, S. 
Christiana Grucela Moul Solobay 
Civera Haluska Mundy Sonney 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stern 
Cohen Harhai Murt Stevenson 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger   
 
 NAYS–1 
 
Sturla    
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry 
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the 
question was determined in the affirmative and the amendment 
was agreed to. 
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 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 
amended? 
 

BILL PASSED OVER 
 
 The SPEAKER. Without objection, this bill will go over for 
the day. 

STATEMENT BY MR. SCAVELLO 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from 
Monroe County, Representative Scavello, rise? 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to thank the 
members for their affirmative vote, and hopefully, this bill in 
the future will come back to the floor and we can finish it. 
Thank you, sir. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1874, 
PN 2522, entitled: 
 

An Act amending the act of December 18, 1984 (P.L.1005, 
No.205), known as the Municipal Pension Plan Funding Standard and 
Recovery Act, in municipal pension plan actuarial reporting, further 
providing for contents of actuarial valuation report and providing for 
actuarial asset valuation and for revised actuarial valuation report; in 
financially distressed municipal pension plan determination procedure, 
further providing for initiation of distress determination, for pension 
plans to be included in determination and for determination procedure; 
in financially distressed municipal pension system recovery program, 
further providing for application, for election determination procedure, 
for recovery program level I, for recovery program level II, for 
recovery program level III, for remedies applicable to various recovery 
program levels, for supplemental State assistance program and fund 
and for municipal employee retirement program; in financially 
distressed municipal pension system recovery program, establishing 
programs for municipal pension recovery and municipal employee 
retirement; in financially distressed municipal pension system recovery 
program, further providing for rules and regulations; adding special 
provisions for amortization of unfunded actuarial accrued liability and 
minimum municipal obligation in cities of the first class; further 
providing for alternative funding mechanism; and providing for special 
taxing authority for cities of the first class. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman, Mr. McGeehan from 
Philadelphia, withdrawing amendment A03244? The Chair 
thanks the gentleman. The amendment is withdrawn. 
 The gentleman from Philadelphia County, Representative 
Boyle, is withdrawing amendment A03250? The Chair thanks 
the gentleman. 
 Also, the gentleman, Representative Boyle, is withdrawing 
amendment A03252? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 Representative McGeehan from Philadelphia, 03253, 
withdrawing? The gentleman, Mr. McGeehan, is withdrawing 
all of his amendments. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 Is the gentleman, Mr. Mensch, withdrawing amendment 
A3278? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 Is the gentleman, Mr. Eachus, withdrawing his amendment? 
The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

 Is the gentleman, Mr. Saylor from York, withdrawing his 
amendment? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 Is the gentleman, Representative Reichley, withdrawing 
amendment 3324? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The gentleman, Representative Barrar, would have to 
suspend the rules to offer—  Is he withdrawing his 
amendments? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 

GUEST INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. To the left of the Speaker, the Chair has a 
special guest: Representative Peter Bergin. He is a State 
legislator from Amherst, New Hampshire. He is the guest of 
Representative Michael McGeehan. Will the Representative 
please rise. Welcome to the hall of the House. 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1884, 
PN 2523, entitled: 
 

An Act amending the act of February 1, 1974 (P.L.34, No.15), 
known as the Pennsylvania Municipal Retirement Law, further 
providing for general provisions, for provisions relating to municipal 
employees, for provisions relating to municipal firemen and municipal 
police officers and for optional retirement plans; providing for the 
Municipal Pension Recovery Program and for the Cooperative 
Municipal Pension and Security Program; and making editorial 
changes. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On that question, the Chair recognizes the 
majority leader, Representative Eachus, who indicates he is 
withdrawing the amendment. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Lancaster County, 
Representative Boyd, who offers amendment A03316. It is the 
Chair's information that the gentleman needs, by statute, an 
actuarial note. Does the gentleman have an actuarial note for the 
amendment? 
 Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Actually, with the speed with which this arrived at the floor, 
we do not have the actuarial note in our hands yet. It has been 
requested, but we do not have it. So I will be withdrawing this 
amendment. 
 But if I may, I just wanted to give a real brief overview of 
what it would do, if that is okay with the Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. Brief. 
 Mr. BOYD. Very briefly, what it would do is it just would 
make an amendment to, if a pension plan would ultimately 
come into the classification of "class 3" as a distressed pension 
plan, it would provide that future employees would be required 
to fall under defined contribution pension programs, similar to a 
401(k). I absolutely think that is essential in getting control of 
pension costs, and I will be visiting this subject in the future. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The gentleman, Representative Barrar from Delaware 
County, has two late-filed amendments to this legislation. The 
gentleman is withdrawing? The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 

BILL ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 620,  
PN 2541, entitled: 
 

An Act providing a standard of care for the treatment of persons 
with bleeding disorders. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
 
 

Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

STATEMENT BY MR. GRUCELA 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Northampton County, Representative Grucela, under unanimous 
consent. 
 Mr. GRUCELA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, I appreciate the unanimous consent 
of the members, and I apologize for having to speak ex post 
facto, but I got a little bit wrapped up in one of the other 
legislative priorities we had today. 
 What I wanted to do on final passage of HB 620 was to 
again, first of all, thank all the members for the vote, but 
secondly, to thank the prime sponsor, my friend from 
Montgomery County, and also one of the prime movers of  
HB 620, my friend from Erie County in the 2d District. 
 This bill, as you know, will help all those with bleeding 
disorders. I have a rather special interest in this, a parochial 
interest. I know you cannot see this, but this is a Christmas card 
from little Marco Marozzi, who is a hemophiliac. He is 2 years 
old. He lives in my district. Marco will be 3 in October. And on 
behalf of Marco and his family, they asked me to express my 
sincere thanks to the committee chairs of the Insurance 
Committee for passing this bill and all the members of the 
Insurance Committee who moved the bill June 30 unanimously 
from the committee and move this bill to the Senate where  
I hope the Senate will give it consideration, not only for little 
Marco but for all of those with bleeding disorders and suffer 
from hemophilia. There is a preventive clause in this legislation 
which I think will help all. 
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 So again, I apologize for having missed my opportunity a 
couple of minutes ago. I thank you for the unanimous consent. 
And again, on behalf of little Marco Marozzi and his family and 
all those with bleeding orders, Mr. Speaker and all the 
members, I thank you for that positive vote. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1419,  
PN 1741, entitled: 
 

An Act making an appropriation from the Public School 
Employees' Retirement Fund to provide for expenses of the Public 
School Employees' Retirement Board for the fiscal year July 1, 2009, 
to June 30, 2010, and for the payment of bills incurred and remaining 
unpaid at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 

Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1420,  
PN 1742, entitled: 
 

An Act making an appropriation from the State Employees' 
Retirement Fund to provide for expenses of the State Employees' 
Retirement Board for the fiscal year July 1, 2009, to June 30, 2010, and 
for the payment of bills incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
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Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1421,  
PN 1743, entitled: 
 

An Act making appropriations from the Professional Licensure 
Augmentation Account and from restricted revenue accounts within the 
General Fund to the Department of State for use by the Bureau of 
Professional and Occupational Affairs in support of the professional 
licensure boards assigned thereto. 
 

 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
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 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1422,  
PN 1744, entitled: 
 

An Act making appropriations from the Workmen's Compensation 
Administration Fund to the Department of Labor and Industry and the 
Department of Community and Economic Development to provide for 
the expenses of administering the Workers' Compensation Act, The 
Pennsylvania Occupational Disease Act and the Office of Small 
Business Advocate for the fiscal year July 1, 2009, to June 30, 2010, 
and for the payment of bills incurred and remaining unpaid at the close 
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?  
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
 
 
 

Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1423,  
PN 1745, entitled:  
 

An Act making an appropriation from a restricted revenue account 
within the General Fund and from Federal augmentation funds to the 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
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 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1424,  
PN 1746, entitled:  
 

An Act making an appropriation from a restricted revenue account 
within the General Fund to the Office of Consumer Advocate in the 
Office of Attorney General. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
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DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1425,  
PN 1747, entitled:  
 

An Act making an appropriation from a restricted revenue account 
within the General Fund to the Office of Small Business Advocate in 
the Department of Community and Economic Development. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
 
 

Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of SB 112,  
PN 1091, entitled:  
 

An Act amending Title 42 (Judiciary and Judicial Procedure) and 
codifying Title 61 (Penal and Correctional Institutions) of the 
Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for adoption of 
guidelines for resentencing, for adoption of guidelines for parole and 
for adoption of recommitment ranges following revocation of parole by 
board; providing for temporary release from county correctional 
institutions; further providing for sentence of total confinement; 
providing for parole without board supervision, for judicial power to 
release inmates and for transfers of inmates in need of medical 
treatment; further providing for State intermediate punishment; 
providing for other criminal provisions; amending the heading of Title 
61; adding definitions, provisions relating to general administration of 
correctional institutions, State correctional institutions, county 
correctional institutions, house of detention for untried inmates and 
witnesses, inmate labor, medical services, visitation, inmate prerelease 
plans, motivational boot camp, execution procedure and method, 
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recidivism risk reduction incentive, miscellaneous matters relating 
thereto, probation and parole generally, the Pennsylvania Board of 
Probation and Parole, County Probation and Parole Officers' Firearm 
Education and Training, and correctional institution interstate 
compacts; and making conforming amendments, editorial changes and 
repeals relating to codification. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
 
 
 

DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk return the same to the Senate with 
the information that the House has passed the same without 
amendment. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of SB 921,  
PN 1266, entitled:  
 

An Act amending the act of December 22, 1983 (P.L.306, No.84), 
known as the Board of Vehicles Act, providing for the definitions of 
"dual" or "dualing" and "line-make"; further providing for mediation 
and arbitration, for unlawful acts by manufacturers or distributors and 
for manufacturer or distributor repurchase of inventory and equipment. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
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Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk return the same to the Senate with 
the information that the House has passed the same with 
amendment in which the concurrence of the Senate is requested. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 666,  
PN 1076, entitled:  
 

An Act authorizing and directing the Department of General 
Services, with the approval of the Governor, to grant and convey to the 
Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Development certain lands situate 
in the 39th Ward of the City of Philadelphia; and authorizing and 
directing the Department of General Services, with the approval of the 
Governor, to grant and convey to the Philadelphia Regional Port 
Authority certain submerged lands situate in the 39th Ward of the City 
of Philadelphia. 

 
 
 
 

 

 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
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 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1330,  
PN 1590, entitled:  
 

An Act amending Title 3 (Agriculture) of the Pennsylvania 
Consolidated Statutes, adding the definitions of "certified parking 
meter inspector" and "local government unit"; and providing for 
certified parking meter inspectors and for general testing and 
inspections. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–197 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Kula Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Lentz Reese 
Barbin Everett Levdansky Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Longietti Roae 
Bear Fairchild Maher Rock 
Belfanti Farry Mahoney Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Major Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Manderino Ross 
Bishop Freeman Mann Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Markosek Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marshall Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Marsico Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist Matzie Santoni 
Brennan George McGeehan Saylor 
Briggs Gerber McI. Smith Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Melio Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Mensch Seip 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Milne Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Mirabito Solobay 
 
 
 

Christiana Grucela Moul Sonney 
Civera Haluska Mundy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murphy Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Murt Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Mustio Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins Myers Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, D. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris O'Brien, M. Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oberlander Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Turzai 
Curry Hess Pallone Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Parker Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Pashinski Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payne Wagner 
Day Hutchinson Payton Walko 
Deasy Johnson Peifer Wansacz 
Delozier Josephs Perzel Waters 
DeLuca Kauffman Petrarca Watson 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Petri Wheatley 
DePasquale Keller, W. Phillips White 
Dermody Kessler Pickett Williams 
DeWeese Killion Preston Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Kirkland Pyle Yudichak 
Donatucci Knowles Quigley  
Drucker Kortz Quinn McCall, 
Eachus Kotik Rapp    Speaker 
Ellis Krieger Readshaw  
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1661,  
PN 2542, entitled:  
 

An Act providing for a temporary moratorium of court-ordered 
countywide reassessments. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
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 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–196 
 
Adolph Evans, D. Lentz Reed 
Baker Evans, J. Levdansky Reese 
Barbin Everett Longietti Reichley 
Barrar Fabrizio Maher Roae 
Bear Fairchild Mahoney Rock 
Belfanti Farry Major Roebuck 
Benninghoff Fleck Manderino Rohrer 
Beyer Frankel Mann Ross 
Bishop Freeman Markosek Sabatina 
Boback Gabig Marshall Sainato 
Boyd Gabler Marsico Samuelson 
Boyle Galloway Matzie Santarsiero 
Bradford Geist McGeehan Santoni 
Brennan George McI. Smith Saylor 
Briggs Gerber Melio Scavello 
Brooks Gergely Mensch Schroder 
Brown Gibbons Metzgar Seip 
Burns Gillespie Micozzie Shapiro 
Buxton Gingrich Millard Siptroth 
Caltagirone Godshall Miller Smith, K. 
Carroll Goodman Milne Smith, M. 
Casorio Grell Mirabito Smith, S. 
Causer Grove Moul Solobay 
Christiana Grucela Mundy Sonney 
Civera Haluska Murphy Stern 
Clymer Hanna Murt Stevenson 
Cohen Harhai Mustio Sturla 
Conklin Harhart Myers Swanger 
Costa, D. Harkins O'Brien, D. Tallman 
Costa, P. Harper O'Brien, M. Taylor, J. 
Cox Harris Oberlander Taylor, R. 
Creighton Helm Oliver Thomas 
Cruz Hennessey Pallone Turzai 
Curry Hess Parker Vereb 
Cutler Hickernell Pashinski Vitali 
Daley Hornaman Payne Vulakovich 
Dally Houghton Payton Wagner 
Day Johnson Peifer Walko 
Deasy Josephs Perzel Wansacz 
Delozier Kauffman Petrarca Waters 
DeLuca Keller, M.K. Petri Watson 
Denlinger Keller, W. Phillips Wheatley 
DePasquale Kessler Pickett White 
Dermody Killion Preston Williams 
DeWeese Kirkland Pyle Youngblood 
DiGirolamo Knowles Quigley Yudichak 
Donatucci Kortz Quinn  
Drucker Kotik Rapp McCall, 
Eachus Krieger Readshaw    Speaker 
Ellis Kula   
 
 NAYS–1 
 
Hutchinson    
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1663,  
PN 2520, entitled:  
 

An Act making appropriations from the restricted revenue 
accounts within the State Gaming Fund and from the State Gaming 
Fund to the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board, the Department of 
Revenue, the Pennsylvania State Police and the Attorney General for 
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2009, to June 30, 2010, and for the 
payment of bills incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
  
 On that question, the Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Bucks County, Representative Clymer.  
 Mr. CLYMER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, if I could just remind the members of the 
House that there was an amendment that was offered to this bill 
yesterday that would have had the casinos paying for the 
operations of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board rather 
than taking the money out of the restricted account for property 
tax relief. 
 As long as this money to fund the Pennsylvania Gaming 
Control Board is taken out of the restricted account for property 
tax relief, that means less money for Pennsylvanians who own 
properties and who look forward to getting money to reduce 
their taxes. In fact, that was one of the major points that was 
made by those who wanted to have casino gambling; we had to 
have property tax relief. Well, if we are going to have legitimate 
and meaningful property tax relief, then why are we taking 
money from that account, over $26 million, to pay the expenses 
of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board?  
 Until that fix is put in, Mr. Speaker, I am going to be a "no" 
vote. Thank you.  
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.  
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Allegheny County, 
Representative Maher.  
 Mr. MAHER. I agree with the gentleman who just spoke that 
the oversight of gaming is critically important, but the funding 
for that should not be coming from the Property Tax Relief 
Reserve Fund. Consequently, I will be opposing this legislation.  
 And I am remembering that the Rivers Casino about to open 
in Pittsburgh has projected that this year they expect to make 
$400 million. Yet apparently there are those who think that a 
casino making $400 million should not pay a pro rata share for 
the cost of the oversight commission, the Gaming Board, which 
exists only because the casinos exist and which is supposed to 
be paid for by the casinos that the Gaming Board is responsible 
for overseeing. That is who should be paying. It is not a 
hardship on those operations; it is a hardship on Pennsylvania 
taxpayers.  
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 And again, if this money is not needed in the Property Tax 
Relief Reserve Fund, let us send it back home to the taxpayers 
as property tax relief, not as casino tax relief. Thank you.  
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.  
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? The Chair 
recognizes the gentleman from Berks County, Representative 
Santoni.  
 Mr. SANTONI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Just to reiterate what was said yesterday. Number one, this is 
an obligation that the casino operators will be paying when  
11 slot licenses are up and running – number one. 
 And I just want to also point out that funding the 
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board through a loan from the 
Property Tax Relief Reserve Fund has no impact on the amount 
available for property tax relief – none. The balance in the 
Property Tax Relief Reserve Fund is required to be equal to  
25 percent of the amount of general property tax relief available 
for distribution or $150 million, whichever is less. Loans from 
the Property Tax Relief Reserve Fund to the Gaming Control 
Board are essentially treated as assets of the Pennsylvania Tax 
Relief Reserve Fund and count toward that $150 million 
balance as required by statute. 
 So again, it does not take money from the Property Tax 
Relief Reserve Fund. It does not impact our constituents. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker.  
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Armstrong 
County, Representative Pyle.  
 Mr. PYLE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I have a question for the maker of the bill or the chairman of 
the Gaming Committee.  
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Representative Santoni, 
indicates he will stand for interrogation. The gentleman, 
Representative Pyle, is in order and may proceed.  
 Mr. PYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and I thank 
the chairman of the Gaming Committee.  
 Mr. Speaker, you just mentioned that this money that is in 
question today will all be returned to the taxpayer in the form of 
property tax relief when all 11 casinos are up and running. I do 
not know that date or what the projection is, and I am hoping 
you can illuminate me, please.  
 Mr. SANTONI. Could you—  I am sorry. I was at a sidebar. 
I did not hear the whole question. I apologize.  
 Mr. PYLE. Quite all right, Mr. Speaker.  
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will yield. We will get some 
order in the House.  
 The House will come to order. The House will come to 
order. 
 The gentleman, Representative Pyle, is in order and may 
proceed.  
 Mr. PYLE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, you had mentioned in your previous statement 
that the money in question right now will all roll back into the 
homeowners' property tax relief pot, if you will, once all  
11 casinos are up and functional.  
 Could you please – because I am not on the Gaming 
Committee – could you please tell me what the projected date 
for all 11 casinos being operational would be? I want to know, 
how much time are we looking at giving these guys a ride on 
property tax?  
 Mr. SANTONI. Mr. Speaker, it would be very difficult to 
predict when they would all be up and running. I am hoping as 

chairman of the committee, obviously, that they get up very 
quickly. Of course, there are a couple in Philadelphia that are 
under construction, if you will, so we are awaiting their 
opening, and hopefully that will happen very shortly.  
 But to give you a specific date when all 11 will be up and 
running would be very difficult. But as I said, I am hoping that 
that happens very quickly, and in my opinion, I am going to do 
everything in my power as chairman of the committee to push 
those prospective casinos to be opening just as quickly as we 
can.  
 Mr. PYLE. And I know Pittsburgh, the Rivers Casino, is 
opening very soon, which is good news. Here is where I am 
getting at, Mr. Speaker: If we are giving casinos, which  
I understand are performing very, very well in generating 
revenue, if we are going to give them a break on them paying 
property taxes until all 11 casinos are running, I think it is a fair 
question, Mr. Speaker. I understand there are problems and 
disputes going on with Philadelphia's casino placement—  Let 
me get to the chase, Mr. Speaker: How many more years are we 
going to give these guys a ride before we fulfill our promise to 
the homeowners?  
 Mr. SANTONI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 As you said, the Rivers Casino is opening in August. One of 
the facilities in Philadelphia is expected to open within the year. 
But I agree with you. Maybe at some point in the very near 
future we are going to have to take a look at how we fund this. 
Maybe we need to make some changes if some of these casinos 
are dragging their feet.  
 I do agree with you; I want to get them up and running as 
soon as possible so that we can get away from this funding, the 
way we do it, but as of now we need to do it this way.  
 Mr. PYLE. Thank you. 
 Mr. Speaker, on the bill?  
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may proceed.  
 Mr. PYLE. Mr. Speaker, I thank the chairman of Gaming 
Oversight for that clarification. 
 I find it highly irregular that the people who are generating 
tens of millions and in some cases hundreds of millions of 
dollars are exempt from paying property tax until all 11 of the 
facilities are moving. We are aware there is issue in 
Philadelphia as to the placement of one of these facilities.  
 Until I can have a date certain as to when all of that money 
has gone into the pot that we are driving out to homeowners,  
I have got to concur with my colleague from Bucks County, 
Representative Clymer, who serves as Republican chairman of 
Gaming Oversight, and oppose this bill.  
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.  
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Shall the bill pass finally?  
 The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the 
Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–110 
 
Barbin Drucker Lentz Sainato 
Belfanti Eachus Levdansky Samuelson 
Beyer Evans, D. Longietti Santarsiero 
Bishop Fabrizio Mahoney Santoni 
Boyle Farry Manderino Schroder 
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Bradford Frankel Mann Seip 
Brennan Freeman Markosek Shapiro 
Briggs Galloway Marsico Siptroth 
Brown George Matzie Smith, K. 
Burns Gerber McGeehan Smith, M. 
Buxton Gergely McI. Smith Smith, S. 
Caltagirone Gibbons Melio Solobay 
Carroll Goodman Mirabito Sturla 
Casorio Grell Mundy Taylor, R. 
Cohen Grucela Murphy Thomas 
Conklin Haluska Myers Vitali 
Costa, D. Hanna O'Brien, D. Wagner 
Costa, P. Harhai Oliver Walko 
Cruz Harkins Pallone Wansacz 
Curry Hornaman Parker Waters 
Daley Houghton Pashinski Wheatley 
Deasy Johnson Payton White 
DeLuca Josephs Perzel Williams 
DePasquale Keller, W. Petri Youngblood 
Dermody Kirkland Preston Yudichak 
DeWeese Kortz Readshaw  
DiGirolamo Kotik Roebuck McCall, 
Donatucci Kula Sabatina    Speaker 
 
 NAYS–87 
 
Adolph Fairchild Krieger Quinn 
Baker Fleck Maher Rapp 
Barrar Gabig Major Reed 
Bear Gabler Marshall Reese 
Benninghoff Geist Mensch Reichley 
Boback Gillespie Metzgar Roae 
Boyd Gingrich Micozzie Rock 
Brooks Godshall Millard Rohrer 
Causer Grove Miller Ross 
Christiana Harhart Milne Saylor 
Civera Harper Moul Scavello 
Clymer Harris Murt Sonney 
Cox Helm Mustio Stern 
Creighton Hennessey O'Brien, M. Stevenson 
Cutler Hess Oberlander Swanger 
Dally Hickernell Payne Tallman 
Day Hutchinson Peifer Taylor, J. 
Delozier Kauffman Petrarca Turzai 
Denlinger Keller, M.K. Phillips Vereb 
Ellis Kessler Pickett Vulakovich 
Evans, J. Killion Pyle Watson 
Everett Knowles Quigley  
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1828,  
PN 2521,  entitled:  
 

An Act amending the act of December 18, 1984 (P.L.1005, 
No.205), known as the Municipal Pension Plan Funding Standard and 
Recovery Act, adding special provisions for amortization of unfunded 
 

actuarial accrued liability and minimum municipal obligation in cities 
of the first class; and providing for special taxing authority for cities of 
the first class. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–112 
 
Belfanti Drucker Manderino Ross 
Beyer Eachus Mann Sabatina 
Bishop Evans, D. Markosek Santarsiero 
Boyd Fabrizio Marshall Santoni 
Boyle Fleck McGeehan Scavello 
Bradford Frankel McI. Smith Shapiro 
Brennan Freeman Melio Siptroth 
Briggs Galloway Mensch Smith, K. 
Brown George Micozzie Smith, M. 
Buxton Gerber Milne Smith, S. 
Caltagirone Gergely Mundy Sturla 
Carroll Gibbons Murphy Taylor, J. 
Christiana Godshall Murt Taylor, R. 
Cohen Grucela Myers Thomas 
Conklin Harkins O'Brien, D. Vereb 
Costa, D. Harper O'Brien, M. Vitali 
Costa, P. Helm Oberlander Wagner 
Cruz Hennessey Oliver Walko 
Curry Johnson Parker Wansacz 
Daley Josephs Pashinski Waters 
Dally Keller, W. Payton Watson 
Deasy Kessler Perzel Wheatley 
DeLuca Killion Petri Williams 
Denlinger Kirkland Preston Youngblood 
DePasquale Kortz Quigley Yudichak 
Dermody Kula Quinn  
DeWeese Lentz Reichley McCall, 
DiGirolamo Levdansky Roebuck    Speaker 
Donatucci Mahoney   
 
 NAYS–85 
 
Adolph Farry Knowles Rapp 
Baker Gabig Kotik Readshaw 
Barbin Gabler Krieger Reed 
Barrar Geist Longietti Reese 
Bear Gillespie Maher Roae 
Benninghoff Gingrich Major Rock 
Boback Goodman Marsico Rohrer 
Brooks Grell Matzie Sainato 
Burns Grove Metzgar Samuelson 
Casorio Haluska Millard Saylor 
Causer Hanna Miller Schroder 
Civera Harhai Mirabito Seip 
Clymer Harhart Moul Solobay 
Cox Harris Mustio Sonney 
Creighton Hess Pallone Stern 
Cutler Hickernell Payne Stevenson 
Day Hornaman Peifer Swanger 
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Delozier Houghton Petrarca Tallman 
Ellis Hutchinson Phillips Turzai 
Evans, J. Kauffman Pickett Vulakovich 
Everett Keller, M.K. Pyle White 
Fairchild    
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–6 
 
Metcalfe O'Neill Staback True 
Miccarelli Perry   
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in 
the affirmative and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD 

 Mr. PERZEL submitted the following remarks for the 
Legislative Journal: 
 
 Mr. Speaker, I have been asked by Philadelphia Mayor Nutter to 
cast a vote for the 1-percent sales tax for the next 3 years so the city 
can pull itself out of its financial debt. Any tax is very difficult to vote 
on by any member of this General Assembly. But I look at the other 
options: increasing the property tax by almost 35 percent over 2 years 
or increasing the personal income tax and chasing more people out of 
the city of Philadelphia that has already lost over a million people over 
the last 40 years. 
 The 1-percent sales tax increase may be necessary in order to avoid 
major cuts to city services including: 

• Laying off police officers. 
• Closing police stations. 
• Reductions in social services for the needy. 

 Philadelphia's worsening financial situation and the serious threat to 
public health and public safety our city will face without the additional 
revenue this sales tax will provide make it the least objectionable 
option at this time. 
 I see this as the only way out of the financial crisis facing the city. 
Therefore, I am casting an affirmative vote. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 281, PN 1074 (With a negative recommendation) By 
Rep. ROEBUCK 

 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), 

known as the Public School Code of 1949, in high schools, further 
providing for academic degrees; and, in State Board of Education, 
further providing for powers and duties of board and for cooperation 
between the board and the Department of Education. 

 
EDUCATION. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. For the information of the members, the 
Conference Committee on HB 1416 will meet tomorrow, 
August 6, at 1 p.m. in the majority caucus room. 
 

 The Conference Committee on HB 1416 will meet 
tomorrow, August 6, at 1 p.m. in the majority caucus room.  

ANNOUNCEMENT BY SPEAKER 

 The SPEAKER. There will be no further votes. 
 Tomorrow will be a nonvoting session day.  

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL AFFAIRS 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Clinton County, Representative Hanna, for the purpose of an 
announcement.  
 Mr. HANNA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to announce that there will be an  
informational-only meeting of the Ag Committee in room 39, 
East Wing, upon the call of the recess. It will not be a voting 
meeting, but for Ag Committee members, no roll will be taken, 
no votes will be taken, but it will be informational. We will be 
able to discuss what we have been working on that has not come 
together quite yet.  
 So any members who are available, we would like you to 
come – Ag Committee members – 39 East Wing for an 
informational meeting. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
 
 The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Northampton 
County, Representative Dally.  
 Mr. DALLY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, you mentioned tomorrow's schedule. For the 
benefit of the members, are we going to have an idea of where 
we go from there?  
 The SPEAKER. The House is in nonvoting session 
tomorrow. We will notify the members as soon as possible as to 
the remainder of the week. We will be in nonvoting session 
tomorrow and possibly on Friday. If anything occurs, we will 
keep the membership on a 6-hour call, and we will keep the 
members notified as to any progress at that point.  
 Mr. DALLY. All right. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 The SPEAKER. Are there any further announcements?  

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER 

 The SPEAKER. Without objection, any remaining bills and 
resolutions on today's calendar will be passed over. The Chair 
hears no objection. 

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. This House stands in recess until the call of 
the Chair. 


